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Energy Efficiency 
 
FilterBalls are a Clean Tech water filtration media that provides a unique energy savings benefit for pool 
owners using a multi-speed pump in their sand filtration system. The power savings can be as much as 
74%% of current power consumed by the filtration equipment. The secret lies in using FilterBalls in 
combination with a multi speed or variable speed pumps.  
 
As most pool technicians know, the key to healthy clean water is good water flow. Good flow is described 
as the number of hours it takes to “turn” the entire volume of water in the pool. The Center of Disease 
Control (CDC) and the National Standards Foundation (NSF) provide guidelines of 2 to 4 turns per day 
depending on the use of the pool. Most public pools are regulated to turn at least 4 turns per day because 
if the high bather load. 
 
Because FilterBalls provide so little resistance and work with much less pressure compared with sand 
and sand alternatives, water flow through your filter system increases dramatically with a conversion 
from sand to FilterBalls. So by using the low or reduced speed settings on the pump, FilterBalls permits 
the pool owner to reduce power consumption without compromising the water turnover rates 
suggested by the Center of Disease Control and mandated by many public pool regulators. 
 
The US Department of Energy (DOE) has announced new regulations that take effect in 2021 that 
mandate variable speed pumps to reduce electric power consumption and carbon emissions. 
Implementing the use of FilterBalls allows this mandated purchase in a variable speed pump to return 
up to 10x of the original investment over the life of the pump.  Not only will the pool owner save money 
every month, but water quality will also improve by meeting healthy water turnover standards set by 
the National Standards Foundation (NSF) and the Center of Disease Control (CDC). This paper describes 
how these benefits can be achieved for every pool owner and operator. 
 
Benchmarks 
 
FilterBalls have been tested hundreds of times through field and lab testing by independent retailers and 
OEM manufacturers. The results are in and we can say FilterBalls represents a break through in pool 
sanitation technology.  The tests have included water clarity improvement, installation ease, dirt holding 
capacity, and backwashing performance. To demonstrate the power consumption savings, field-testing 
was completed on several above ground pools using two speed pumps. The above ground pools are ideal 
for this test because most of the systems resistance or head loss (total pressure drop in psi or feet of 
head) is within the sand housing itself and not due to the underground piping that contributes added 
head loss from long distances, elevation changes, and angles in the piping. 
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Exhibit 1: highlights the results of one typical test and identifies the expected savings for a pool owner 
paying the national average rate of 15 cents per kilowatt-hour. In the case of residential above ground 
pools, the National Standards Foundation advises two turns per day or once every 12 hours for healthy 
water. 
 
The exhibit documents the flow and power consumptions in a 29,000-gallon above ground pool using a 
1.5 horsepower two-speed pump and an adequately sized sand filter.  As a baseline measurement, the 
filter was filled with new pool sand and measured for flow. On the high power pump setting; the system 
delivered 42.3 gallons per minute (gpm), enough to turn the pool water in 11 hours meeting the NSF 
standard at 2.2 turns per day operating for 24 hours. The filter pressure measured 12 pounds per square 
inch (psi) of backpressure on the pump. Reducing power to the low power setting, there simply is not 
enough flow at 28 GPM and 1 turn/day to meet water quality standards or to operate flow sensitive 
equipment such as a heater, chlorinator or salt generator. 
 
Let’s now replace the sand with FilterBalls. In the same system with FilterBalls installed, the filter housing 
pressure dropped to just 1 psi, while flow improved to 47.1 gpm.  A 92% reduction in pressure and an 
11% increase in flow while the pump was operating on the low setting! By reducing the power and 
backpressure, while improving flow, FilterBalls reduced power consumption and the pool owner’s 
electric bill by 74% or $110.00 per month. 
 
Investments in Multi Speed or Variable Speed Pumps. 
 
Below are typical prices for popular single speed, 2 speed and variable speed pumps. In this case we 
highlight suggested retail prices for popular Hayward pumps. Assuming a seven-year life or 84 months, 
the savings from operating at low pump settings is projected to be $9,240. The incremental cost for a 2 
speed or variable speed pump is $60 and $600 respectively.  So the incremental cost of the 2 speed will 
return its investment every month; almost 100x your investment. The variable speed pump incremental 
cost will return your investment almost 10 times over the life of your pump.  
 
Implications: 
 
Published benchmarks demonstrate the power consumption advantages of FilterBalls. With multi speed 
or variable speed pumps combined with FilterBalls and a properly matched filter housing, pool operators 
will not only save money but also improve the quality of the water. With improved water quality, you 
also save money on costly chemicals. 
 
The Department of Energy has recently released new regulations that mandate the use of variable speed 
pumps. The mandates take effect in 2021 and have already been adopted in some states, such as 
California, Arizona, Washington and New Jersey. As these regulations are implemented, pool owners 
should consider a switch to FilterBalls for the lowest cost and best water quality solution for their pools. 
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Exhibit 1 
(Century HP: 1.5SPL (2SPD) Mod# 181327PJ / Part# 7-181327-03) 
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